Although the image of Proust in bed, writing furiously to keep up with the sound (or keep it at bay), is attractive, we do not intend to suggest that he was some kind of musical stenographer, subsuming into literary culture everything he heard. There is a great deal of evidence to suggest that what is represented in A la recherche is not real music at all but Music -a nineteenth-century Romantic literary trope bearing little or no relationship with actual pieces, and this might very well modify the image we are putting together of his aural capacities. Proustian music is certainly mixed indissolubly with love (jealous love), with vice (often a troubled Proustian synonym for homosexuality -or at least for a hostile world's perception of it), and with ideas of redemption: a combination of familiar Romantic modes. What makes A la recherche special is the role of music in the working out of an enabling aesthetic, of a way in which to write a novel.
If music in this novel were a completely literary construct, musicologists might wonder why it warranted their attention and expertise. But one of the most 4 Debussy, Pelleas et Melisande, Act III scenes 2-3. Proust mentioned the scene several times in letters, and even referred to it obliquely in the novel (A la recherche III, 208; Remembrance II, 842); see Painter, Marcel Proust, II, 168. 5 The obligatory point of departure for work of this kind is now Carolyn Abbate's Unsung Voices (Princeton, 1991). If there is a new voice to be teased out from behind A la recherche du tempsperdu, we follow the line taken by Abbate in not simply assuming that it must be the author's.
significant composers within the book has carried into it with him one of the most significant interpretative traditions of nineteenth-century music: the composition of A la recherche spanned the heyday of French wagnersme. Wagner is an object to be read from differing perspectives, and we can choose to privilege, on the one hand, all-too-familiar Music History facts, which often fail to take account of the culture-wide influence of the composer, or on the other, the representation of musical-historical givens, with a great deal of poetic licence.6 One literary-critical approach to the problem of this over-musical text has been to conflate a Romantic conception of music with Wagnerian thematic structure, an uncritical mapping of music on to text which takes for granted a dubious metaphor: that the novel is 'musical' at the level of structure as well.7 Narrator and author are neatly identified with one another: the novel that the narrator is to write is happily accepted as being A la recherche itself, and the inspiration of music is turned into the magic ingredient that made it all happen. Such grand narratives are disingenuously totalising. The underlying assumption is that Music is a means to explanation, rather than its object. Music has not been broken down and investigated, but rather transplanted -transposed -wholesale, as a ready-made metaphorical system, into an alien environment.
Although listening closely only for the music in the text, we are well aware that no strand of Proust's work can be successfully isolated. The imbrication and porosity of his writing is such that evocation and appellation draw forth constant connections, both implicit and explicit: nothing takes place without being sucked into a web of other happenings, explanations, themes. 'Themes' here should be understood in two distinct but closely related senses: as critical reduction, which seeks to explain through summary; or as privileged musical material repeated, the sound consciously or unconsciously remembering itself. This may well be the source of a large part of the reassurance critics draw from mentioning Proust and Wagner in the same breath: both artists, as a consequence of the length and self-referentiality of their work, run the same risk of thematisation. Themes like 'Proust and Wagner' or even 'Proust and Music' tend to be played out only in works of criticism, however, not straightforwardly on the Proustian page. Rather than exposing any Proustian structural subtext, this article will instead concentrate on the relationship between music as an economy of cultural currenfy rather than a fixity of cultural meaning, the idea of competence, and an anxiety about the assimilation of the concept of music in and into A la recherche as well as in fin-de-siecle literary culture generally. 6 The cultural currency of wagnerisme in late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century France, Certain musical echoes famously return through the novel -snatches of music that seem to assume disproportionate significance, and which are thus taken by critics to act as structural signposts.8 Central among these is the petite phrase, a fragment of music from a violin sonata by Vinteuil (a fictional composer), 'heard' at several points in the novel.9 The 'hearer' of this music is initially Swann, a gentleman we first meet in the narrator's country village, but whose real life takes place in Paris. If there is a certain similarity between the narrator and Proust himself, Swann is in turn a highly specialised role model and Doppelgdnger for the narrator, for reasons that will become clear. He has four important encounters with the sonata in question, and the piece is subsequently taken up by the narrator himself, prior to an encounter with Wagner, specifically with Tristan und Isolde.10 Swann may be deemed a kind of intratextual palimpsest for Marcel, an important example being his miserable love affair (with Odette, a woman of doubtful moral virtue and undoubted stupidity; the affair referred to in the subtitle Un amour de Swann, the second part of Du cdte de cheg Swann), which precedes and partly predicts the course of the narrator's affair with Albertine. Where Swann's song is clear, however (he actually marries the object of his love), the narrator's is always complex; the completedness of Swann's story sets into relief the nebulousness of the narrator's. Swann has, in this sense, the status of theme for the narrator: not only is the former's presence recurrent (and thematic in the musical sense), but, in that Swann's story is narrated in the third person, it is transformed into a theme on a grand scale (in the reductive, literary critical sense).
Swann's neat thematisability should lead us to suspect that the connections between the two characters are not straightforward. In narratological terms, Swann should be on a par with the narrator; their respective statuses should be equal, give or take a little more emphasis on the first-person protagonist. But the equality between them is erased precisely because Swann's story is written in the third person as though by an omniscient narrator. Everywhere else in the novel the first-person narrator assumes a necessarily ambiguous double status, existing both.inside his own story and telling it -in telling Swann's story for him, the narrator is quite literally putting him down. The narrator defines himself against Swann, and in this context we will see this from the quality of observations each is able to make about the petite phrase (and, later, from the narrator's choice of a real composer, Wagner, to talk about at greater length).11 Swann, it seems, remains tied to the 'meaning' of a 9 Mention is also made of Debussy, Franck, Faur6, Schumann and many other composers, both in their own right and as part of the composite that is Vinteuil. Wagner and his operatic corpus are of course referred to many times. 0 We stop short of Vinteuil's Septet, a piece that appears only much later in the novel, and the hearing of which, in traditional readings of Proust, enables the narrator to set off on the final leg of his journey towards being a writer. Thematising projects have tended to add together all the musical moments of the novel as though there were some coherent and natural progression between them. 1 Proust originally assigned to Wagner (specifically to Parsifal) the function of mentor. He was to be the custodian of the Proustian Grail, a writer's vocation. In the end Vinteuil's Septet usurps this pre-eminent position. snippet of a fictive composition, whereas the narrator moves on to deal with (canonical) signifying practices that have received much more critical endorsement. Is the issue of musical competence to be linked with that of the relative 'reality' of the cultural objects we find in A la recherche?
1
The first time we 'hear' the petitephrase, Swann is hearing it for the second time. The Verdurin salon is the first of a series of party set-pieces where music is apprehended while being played for public consumption -albeit a rather select public.12 The musical phrase, at first hearing, had had a peculiar power to move him: L'annee precedente, dans une soiree, il avait entendu une aeuvre musicale executee au piano et au violon. D'abord, il n'avait goute que la qualite materielle des sons secretes par les instruments. Et c'avait deja ete un grand plaisir quand, au-dessous de la petite ligne du violon, mince, resistante, dense et directrice, il avait vu tout d'un coup chercher a s'elever en un clapotement liquide, la masse de la partie de piano, multiforme, indivise, plane et entrechoquee comme la mauve agitation des flots que charme et bemolise le clair de lune. Mais a un moment donne, sans pouvoir nettement distinguer un contour, donner un nom a ce qui lui plaisait, charme tout d'un coup, il avait cherche a recueillir la phrase ou l'harmonie -il ne savait lui-meme -qui passait et qui lui avait ouvert plus largement l'ame, comme certaines odeurs de roses circulant dans l'air humide du soir ont la propriete de dilater nos narines. Peut-etre est-ce parce qu'il ne savait pas la musique qu'il avait pu eprouver une impression aussi confuse, une de ces impressions qui sont peut-etre pourtant les seules purement musicales, inetendues, entierement originales, irreductibles a tout autre ordre d'impressions.
[The year before, at an evening party, he had heard a piece of music played on the piano and violin. At first he had appreciated only the material quality of the sounds which those instruments secreted. And it had been a source of keen pleasure when, below the delicate line of the violin-part, slender but robust, compact and commanding, he had suddenly become aware of the mass of the piano-part beginning to emerge in a sort of liquid rippling of sound, multiform but indivisible, smooth yet restless, like the deep blue tumult of the sea, silvered and charmed into a minor key by the moonlight. But then at a certain moment, without being able to distinguish any clear outline, or to give a name to what was pleasing him, suddenly enraptured, he had tried to grasp the phrase or harmony -he did not know which -that had just been played and that had opened and expanded his soul, as the fragrance of certain roses, wafted upon the moist air of evening, has the power of dilating one's nostrils. Perhaps it was owing to his ignorance of music that he had received so confused an impression, one of those that are nonetheless the only purely musical impressions, limited in their extent, entirely original, and irreducible to any other kind.]'3
Here Swann recalls what had taken place at the level of his own ability to listen on that first occasion: he had been able to hear only the 'material quality' of the sounds, unable to grasp the musical phrase. Suddenly the narrator interposes his own voice, hypothesising on the back of Swann's dilettante groping for meaning that confused impressions are the only purely musical ones.14 We hear at this point strong resonances with the disingenuous self-justification of Proust's contemporary French composers, principally Debussy, on whose soundbites the 'Impressionist' label is mostly based. If any construal of music is being rehearsed uncritically by Proust at this point, it would appear on this evidence to be situated more in the French fin de siecle than with Romantic tropes already half a century old. Comparing piano music with the sea, the movement of water on which the reflection of the moonlight is cast is described as 'mauve' (not 'deep blue' as the translation has it), in an expressive mode borrowed from late nineteenth-century French poetry. From Verlaine to Mallarme, mundane objects are attributed unexpected colours.15 This, however, is only part of the post-Baudelairean synaesthetic effect that Swann is trying to put together. The 'flots' are smoothed over, attenuated, but the verb used (bemoliser) means 'to flatten' only in the strict musical sense. Moreover, the instrument performing this flattening, that Verlaine favourite, the 'clair de lune', had a particular currency at the time in various poetic (and above all musical) manifestations.16 This calquing of musical words is clearly not the same as the celebrated 'musicality' of Symbolist poetry: 'bemolise' juggles not only its exotic semantic quality, imported from a 'foreign' technical language, but also its quite prosaic meaning within that language. Does Swann think of the word because it is musical or because it contains the signifier 'mou', or 'molle' ('soft')?
Although Symbolist thinking is culturally nearer to Proust's writing than this new modulation -the use of technical words to undertake metaphorical work -we nonetheless sense a site of impenetrability. The wall between Swann and music remains unbreached; it seems to be an instance of the aporia with which we began.
Swann may have difficulty expressing how he hears music; the narrator, on the other hand, continually hints at ways of setting down music in words. When he is telling (in omniscient mode) Swann's story, as the extract above shows, the key The standard English version here fails to capture the importance of the word 'souvenir' by translating it as 'token'. If music, the petite phrase, is a 'souvenir' of a love as yet unconsummated, then it is already a token, yes, but of a memory -of an event that has never taken place. Swann projects himself into the future of a love that will be over -to savour a Schadenfreude of combing over one's memories after an affair collapses -before the affair has even happened. Something important is said here about comprehension. The music continues to be alien, even as it is being apprehended, because knowledge of it, Swann now concedes, is necessarily an admission of its resistance. There is a hard centre of otherness that deflects the hearer's projections. When the first-person narrator, the young Marcel (enamoured of the daughter of Swann and Odette, but also confusedly entranced by Odette herself), hears the Vinteuil sonata, it is ironically Odette who plays it to him. Later, he too finds he knows it without being able to remember it. It becomes latent in his mind. A telling comment is passed about this memorable non-memory: Pour n'avoir pu aimer qu'en des temps successifs tout ce que m'apportait cette Sonate, je ne la possedai jamais tout entiere: elle ressemblait a la vie. Mais, moins decevants que la vie, ces grands chefs-d'oeuvre ne commencent pas par nous donner ce qu'ils ont de meilleur.
[Since I was able to enjoy everything that this sonata had to give me only in a succession of hearings, I never possessed it in its entirety: it was like life itself. But, less disappointing than life, great works of art do not begin by giving us the best of themselves.]26 Swann's anxiety about reception competence -about whether the work of art has anything to tell us, and, more importantly, whether he himself can decode its 25 A la recherche I, 344; Remembrance I, 381. 26 A la recherche I, 521; Remembrance I, 571. message -here becomes fused with an anxiety about the artwork's own competence: to manage its future independently; to survive. Just as he says we only understand in successive phases, the narrator seems to be appealing for understanding on behalf of the poor misunderstood artwork, battling to carve its own posterity. At this lofty sentiment, however, biographical accountancy can restrain itself no longer. What we are dealing with is not a Gesamtkunstwerk, but a tiny fictional musical phrase. The time has come to call up for ourselves some kind of 'hearing' of what the author had in mind. It won't be easy: the petitephrase has -as do many of the characters and anecdotes in A la recherche -not one, but multiple origins.
5
The 'Vinteuil Sources' are hinted at by Proust in a dedicatory letter to Jacques de Lacretelle, and picked up in Painter's biography.27 Proust informs us that 'la phrase charmante mais enfin mediocre d'une sonate pour piano et violon de Saint-Saens, musicien que je n'aime pas' is the basis of the petite phrase.28 Painter tells us that Proust repeatedly asked his friend Reynaldo Hahn to play this little tune for him, and that it was in effect the 'national anthem' of Proust's love for Hahn (see Ex. 1). Proust goes on to say that he would probably have been thinking of the Good Friday music from Parsfal in the description of the soiree Sainte-Euverte. Later at the same event, when the piano and violin talk to each other like two birds, he tells us he was thinking of a Franck sonata. There are also suggestions that a 'prelude de Lohengrin', a 'chose de Schubert', and a 'ravissant morceau de piano de Faure' were all in his mind when he was writing Swann's encounter with the petite phrase at the Verdurin salon: the origins of the little phrase thus shift across several pieces of 'real' music. Swann was able to re-create in his memory the violin part from hearing only a piano reduction at that event, but Proust's creative memory has gone further, effortlessly combining textures and themes from completely different works.29 No wonder Marcel 'never possessed it in its entirety': the sonata does not exist to be possessed. We have explored how Swann tries to co-opt the sonata for his own purposes, and how a reference to Tristan signals confusion between Swann's voice and an omniscient narrator's (one of many such slippages in the novel). Understanding musical competence seems to boil down to self-justification for both Swann and Marcel, who here seems to be running the risk of wanting the sonata to make meaning for him as well. As though prompted by some unconscious memory -some return of the repressed -Marcel, as Swann had before him, also has a look at Tristan.
Almost two thousand pages later, in La Prisonniere, the narrator has a little time to himself (when he is not spying on his own errant lover, Albertine), and sits down Autant la progression de l'orchestre a l'approche de la nef, quand il s'empare de ces notes du chalumeau, les transforme, les associe a son ivresse, brise leur rythme, eclaire leur tonalite, accelere leur mouvement, multiplie leur instrumentation, autant sans doute Wagner lui-meme a eu de joie quand il decouvrit dans sa memoire l'air du patre, l'agregea a son oeuvre, lui donna toute sa signification.
[And, no doubt, just as the orchestra swells and surges at the approach of the ship when it takes hold of these notes of the pipe, transforms them, imbues them with its own intoxication, breaks their rhythm, clarifies their tonality, accelerates their movement, expands their instrumentation, so no doubt Wagner himself was filled with joy when he discovered in his memory the shepherd's tune, incorporated it in his work, gave it its full wealth of meaning.]35
The point he extrapolates from his description -about artistic memory chancing on hitherto lost mental objects and using them to put the finishing touch to artistic products -might easily be made about A la recherche as well: the distant echo of Wagner's music may be read in the context of the novel as reflexive, a gesture towards its function in structuring this section of the narrative, and indeed to the similar function of involuntary memory in the whole of Proust's work. Not only that, memory's power to illuminate is as relevant to the stage action of Tristan Act III scene 1 as it is to composer or novelist: thematic recurrence alludes not only to the act of remembering itself, but furthermore, in a poietic context, to presciencein its beginning is its end: their respective signifying projects.37 Tristan understands the shepherd's melody by transposing its association with death on to his own situation: his own end is nigh. Wagner calls up the gondolier's song from his past in order to evoke the strangeness of hearing a long way off that Tristan the character experiences; the Schopenhauerian Will is at last left behind. Both the narrator and Proust himself, of course, are prompted by the recollection of Tristan the opera, and so for this section of the novel at least, the transition is made between fictional and real music.38
HIRT
But do we approve of Proust's description -in a certain sense, his appropriationof music pre-existing in our own memories? Do we mind that he thus muffles its voice, literally circumscribes it? The opera Tristan that Marcel plays through, although related by artistic influence to another, better-known opera of the same name, seems to be an entirely literary thing. We, his more-or-less musically competent readers, may experience Proust's transposition of operatic text into fiction less as the final brushstroke that allows the artistic project to reach closure, and more as the stultifying ossification of sound and vision in language that we resist, with varying degrees of success, on a daily basis. These questions, then, heard from a musicological position, sound like coming down to the degree of technical savoir-faire we demand of Proust the music critic. The representational rectitude, as it were, of the passage has to do with critical competence, with the use of right-sounding language. If language is to subsume music, we ask of Proust, let it be the language with which we are all familiar, whose representational capacities we can gauge. After all, the latter has its own, equally arbitrary metaphorical structures: how would Marcel have understood the shepherd's pipe to be a 'transposing' instrument in the musical sense? Nonetheless, we should naturally prefer our own circumscriptions to the narratorial self-righteousness which asserted that musical appreciation is necessarily nebulousness, to shore up Swann's musical (in)competence on first hearing the petite phrase. There, the narrator of A la recherche really did seem to be making a virtue of necessity, and bowing to his character's (or was it his own?) anxiety of competence.
Marcel's technical terms, as he describes the 'grand mouvement d'orchestre'-rhythm, tonality, instrumentation -seduce the reader into experiencing the music narratively in a knowledgeable way.39 What seems at first 'hearing' to be Proust's musical credibility, however, may simply turn out to be a kind of musicological couleur locale. In common with practically all fin-de-siecle French Wagnerians, Proust In ending thus, however, we would have done no more than rehearse our own interdisciplinary difficulties: music and text demanding different competencies, their integration endlessly problematic. While musicologists usually look at texts as imports into pieces of music (poetry set as song; plays adapted into opera), this is an instance of the reverse arrangement, but concluding that there is similarly little, or no, dissolution of one into the other would be too easy. Moreover, given the way we have approached the problem, it would inevitably mean preserving intact one critical discourse -musicological -by the non-admission of the comparable literary one, represented here by our poor novelist. If, as we began by saying, we want to avoid a simple mapping of music on to text that relies on a rather naive equivalence between structure and a certain Romantic valuation of Music, we also want to avoid a similarly neat set of deconstructionist tropes of aporia, in which music is blank unreadability. Perplexing words, or those whose technical meaning is unknown, do not necessarily fracture the text beyond repair. Our difficulties connecting what Proust says with the real music that we know can be understood either as capitulation to the exigencies of literariness or simply as a difference in dialect: musicological discourse is self-evidently linguistic, and Proust's contribution to it, when it is on the subject of real rather than imaginary music, is merely one among others. His metaphors have slightly different valences, but musicologists' problem with Marcel's terminology might be that, rather than sounding foreign, it sounds too close for comfort like a brand of criticism (dilettante, literary) that they would like to think they have left behind. But reading further on in the passage about Tristan, another kind of observation about Proust's use of opera is possible. Strenuous work is going on, work that encourages the jostling of competing discourses rather than the circumscription of one by another. We suddenly find that Marcel has stopped trying to describe Tristan 'in his own words', and has moved instead to talking about workmanship: 'Chez lui, quelle que soit la tristesse du poete, elle est consolee, surpassee-c'est-a-dire malheureusement un peu detruite -par l'allegresse du fabricateur'. [Could it be [this Vulcan-like skill] that gave to great artists the illusory aspect of a fundamental, irreducible originality, apparently the reflection of a more than human reality, actually the result of industrious toil? If art is no more than that, it is no more real than life and I had less cause for regret.]43
All along, we have listened carefully for anxiety in this text; but here, conversely, the narrator suffers from it less than we: his musings on theme and reminiscence in Wagner (always problematic for us) have led him away from finished structural complexes to unfinished, mechanical work. By hearing construction rather than Structure, as it were, he escapes Swann's nineteenth-century concern with throughcomposition always as an inevitable expression of potential-hence, notionally whole -and imagines a more Modernist, technological poiesis. Marcel wants art to be a 'realite plus qu'humaine'-he often seems to invest music with just this quality -so if it were just hard work, art would be 'no more real' than life, and he would not need to regret failing to become a creative artist himself. This moment of doubt rejoins Swann's attitude to music, but where Swann allows the indecision to take over and disable his life, the narrator here shifts the argument he is having with himself up a gear: Marcel is playing from a partition, and a cloison is also a partition. To recall for a moment our opening, Proust, the other Marcel, is also walled-up; indeed cloison is a fascinating term throughout A la recherche, signifying a permeable membrane through which information may pass in both directions. We find it in situations where an elite public is on show to an inferior mass, acting as a protective but transparent barrier between classes (at the theatre, for example, where the action in the baignoires is as interesting to the viewing public as anything on stage). We also find cloisons at moments of acute vulnerability where the act of mediation between two selves is of paramount importance and difficulty, and requires delicate staging. What pass through the cloison sonore between Marcel and Wagner here, however, are hammerblows.
43 A la recherche III, 667; Remembrance III, 158-9. 44 A la recherche III, 667; Remembrance III, 159. Proust seems delighted by these extra-musical referents -he mentions the scarf-waving signal in Tristan -and especially 'phenomenal' sound like the shepherd's pipe, and the hammer-blows in SiegFried. He transforms the nacelle of Lohengrin into an aeroplane (see below). He loves the idea of music being grounded in the material, in humble details; Wagner remains honest, and does not try to obliterate reality with art.
The hammer-blows that import opera for Marcel by displaying its workings -the creakings and groanings and extra-operatic referents -both instantiate and deny the Vulcan-like skill by which he was afraid Wagner was deceiving us. He seems to decide, if only temporarily and in the context of this particular digressive speculation on Wagner, that a powerful machine might be just as productive of an ascent into the sublime as a soundless, more ethereal, transubstantiation. We have been returned to structure by a less Romantic route. Swann's use of the petite phrase was as real to him as it was an obvious illusion to the reader, both because it is fictional and because Swann attempts to justify his actions on the basis of an illusory set of significations he attributes to its power. Thepetitephrase, by turns mystery woman, confidante and national anthem -even, finally, a harbinger of doom -resists all such attempts at meaning-making. When it comes to the narrator's encounter with Tristan, however, a wholly different model of reading music emerges. Marcel's delight in isosonic motifs, which might lead us to suspect a lack of technical expertise, reveals itself as a side-effect of strenuous effort to understand the poietic process. Opera may well be impossible to realise within literary terms, but the 'mystere' that turns out to be, or turns into, an aeroplane is pleasing evidence of the debris left after hard work, and this is perhaps where interdisciplinary work will reap its own rewards. Rather than submit to the exigencies of aporia, letting music and writing fall between two stools, such hammering out may be where musicality within textuality can meaningfully exist.
